Villa Lisa Sundi - Settignano, Florence, Tuscany

Villa Lisa Sundi
Villa Lisa Sundi Overlooking the Village of Settignano and the Arno valley, a little far off from Florence is Villa Lisa Sundi. For all those
Italy tourists who love beauty, Italy and gardens, and those who wait to electrify their Italy holidays, this is the right place. It is no
exaggeration to call it the most fabulous places/gardens on earth. An ideal place to take a break from the interfering city life, you will
certainly be astounded by its gorgeousness and serenity. This outstanding villa for rental in Italy gives an amazing view of the Florentine
countryside, which can be accessed in just ten minutes by car. It can also be reached using public transport that passes through the village.
Separated into the ground and the first floor, Villa Lisa Sundi has rooms that are furnished with antique Tuscan styled furniture and
elegant tapestries. The old paintings add a flavour of the Tuscan past in all rooms. The ruling descendants of the Marchi family take
complete care of the property. They have employed 3 domestics to clean up the villa, every day. Also the bed and bath linens are changed
twice a week, which enlivens your stay and makes you fresh and anew every single day. The hidden beauty of the ground floor… The
ground floor is beautified with vaulted ceilings that give the whole place a palace kind of outlook. Spacious hall and the two salons are
richly supplied with one of the kind antiques, typically Tuscan in nature. The entire floor is spread with 4 double bedrooms that come with
en-suite bathrooms and bathtubs. You also have the option of converting all the four double bedrooms into twin bedrooms, on asking. Villa
Lisa Sundi is also the hotspot for hosting meetings and organizing events as it has conference rooms. Studying the first floor of this Italy
vacations… The first floor on the other hand has beautifully split up 5 double bedrooms, again with bathtubs and shower features. Apart
from these there is a dining room, and a spacious kitchen that is completely supplied with all modern amenities. The laundry area and an
elevator complete the look of the first floor. There is also a large living room through which you can enter the lovely terrace, which faces
the garden. If you are still not convinced with the Villa Lisa Sundi, then opt for the other wonderful properties including of Lisa Gail, Lisa
Kerr and Lisa Susan inside i
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Information
Location
Bedrooms
Sleeps:18
Total Bedrooms : 9
Sofa Beds : 7
Bathrooms
Total Bathrooms: 4|5
Bathrooms With Shower : 3
Bathrooms With Tub : 4
Location & facilities
Town/Places: Settignano
Area : Via del Rossellino 72
Country : Italy
Property Type : Villa
Surface Area : Florence
Property View : 38
Features & Accessories

Security Deposit of 10% of the rent. Euro 210 per week towards cleaning
on arrival
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